AMIS IMPROVEMENT ROADMAPS
Mapping a continual improvement journey for your Asset Management
Information Systems (AMIS)
An AMIS Improvement Roadmap provides organizations with clarity of vision and
consistent delivery of AMIS improvements. The intention of an AMIS Improvement
Roadmap is to deliver an agreed program of initiatives, accommodating technical
dependencies, business priorities, and the organization’s appetite for change.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHALLENGES
Asset Management Information Systems are always changing. Mergers and
acquisitions, new technologies, even changing requirements as stakeholders
discover the benefit and potential in existing tool sets, means that AMIS
implementations like IBM Maximo are rarely a ‘set and forget’.
Without a framework for reviewing, approving and prioritizing change initiatives,
many organizations find that AMIS solutions become a whole new set of
problems:
• Valuable functionality that exists simply can’t be harnessed within the
constraints of the system and environment
• Mismatched data emerges in silos, limiting process efficiency
• Improvement efforts are ad-hoc and need frequent rework
• AMIS investments are not aligned with business priorities.

BENEFITS OF A ROADMAP
We have been working to help asset-intensive organizations continually improve
AMIS and related processes for over ten years.
By developing a strategic AMIS Roadmap, we have helped organizations:
• Build a sound AMIS foundation that reduces the risk of ‘rip-and-replace’ in
future initiatives
• Keep system investments in line with operational capabilities
• Realize the benefits of change with engaged stakeholders.

Through an AMIS Improvement
Roadmap we helped a national
utility company streamline over
600 AMIS change requests
into a coordinated program of
work that aligned with their
corporate strategy.
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DEVELOPING AN
ACTIONABLE ROADMAP
An AMIS Roadmap provides a mechanism for charting a journey of
maturity building initiatives that enables organizations to achieve their
asset management objectives.
Our expertise spans the asset information ecosystem enabling us to align an
organizations system investments with their business priorities.

CURRENT/
FUTURE STATE
ASSESSMENTS

STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT &
CONSULTATION

AN AMIS
IMPROVEMENT
ROADMAP

We explore current
AMIS performance
against industry
best practice and
the organizational
requirements, then
we identify current
challenges, and
ambitions for future
change.

We work closely with
user communities
to clarify, challenge
and agree on AMIS
initiatives. We ensure
the Roadmap aligns
with their needs,
expectations and
acknowledges
impact of change.

We develop and
document a 3-5 year
plan forward that
defines the AMIS
vision. A business
case for each
Roadmap initiative
is defined as the
basis for business
approvals.

LEVERAGE OUR EXPERTISE

THE COSOL GROUP

We are a global leader in digital transformation and data exploitation with more
than 20 years’ experience partnering with asset intensive organizations.

• COSOL North America

In 2020, we acquired a leading North American provider of managed services,
hosting and application support for asset intensive industries (formerly AddOns,
Inc). In 2021, Clarita Solutions joined COSOL, bringing asset management
system implementation expertise to the group. As certified IBM Gold Partners,
Clarita are our IBM Maximo implementation specialists.

• Clarita Solutions

Together as COSOL, we have the technical expertise, industry knowledge and
global experience to deliver best-of-breed solutions that drive quantifiable
business improvements for asset intensive organizations worldwide.

Connect with our team at MaximoWorld on
‘Tower #12’ or www.cosol.global/maximoworld

• COSOL Asia Pacific
• Work Management Solutions
COSOL Ltd is an ASX-listed company.
Learn more at www.cosol.global

